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Editorial
Well, after a slight break, the Newsletter is
back! With Nick Jenkin slightly busy at work
(mostly travelling around Europe at the
moment, which sounds strangely familiar),
your Chair Muppet, Dave Offen-James is
taking over the helm.
So why I’m I writing this editorial then? Well
I foolishly said I’d help out. Of course there
was a cunning plan to this because OJ
science has provided several appropriately
shaped pieces of MDF for my ASMOH
army display base (queue evil laugher, and
sandpaper). Together with Dave’s natural
talent for breaking anything more complex
than a toaster and the fact I’m spending too
much in hotels with only this laptop for
company, I’m back for this issue.
The more observant of you will have also

n on
TV

noticed the layout of the Newsletter has
also received a rather radical overhaul.
This is purely because I was bored with the
old layout, and in theory it should be easier
to work with (and we also get more text on
the same size page).
So folk, I’m afraid you’re stuck with my
random ramblings. To make sure this
appalling state of affairs does not continue,
please email our illustrious leader with your
articles at david@sadmuppets.org.
Then I can do the easy bit with Microsoft
Publisher…
Oh, and the Moral High Ground is from A
Small Matter of Honour 06 and Michael
Bolton’s Daemonhunters army.
Richard Kerry
Editor Muppet
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Club Stuff
Incoming...
Greetings fellow muppets. Well it’s been a while
since I last wrote one of these and there’s been
so much going on.
Firstly I’d like to apologise for the long wait
between editions of the Newsletter. Lots of
different reasons, but no excuses (yeah right,
look how many armies he’s painted - ed).
Next up, it’s with deep regret that we have to
say a fond farewell to Mark Waple. The British
Army have decided that he is vital somewhere
else and as such he will no longer be a regular
at club. This is a great shame as he has been a
massive help in every aspect of running the Sad
Muppet Society and his input will be sorely
missed.
On a happier note, huge congratulations must
go to both Blair and Mark Waple for getting
married this year (not to each other you’ll be
pleased to hear). Obviously their wives have
become honorary muppets automatically, it’s the
law apparently.
Last year’s 24 hour Children in Need charity
event was a great success, and we raised over

umu

£700. It may have
been a marathon,
but at least we didn’t
have to run 26 miles!
A huge thank you to
all those that took
part and helped
make it happen and
most important
everyone who dug
into their pockets
and sponsored us.
Also special thanks
must go to the kind
folks at the Buckskin
Pub in Basingstoke,
for the use of their
function room and amenities (Mark Freeth really
would have been lost without them, but you’ll
have to wait until the next Newsletter to hear
about that.).
Also of course, we are now world famous
following the visit by Meridian South in April
(that’s a local TV station in the south of England

s

The BIG 24 hour Children in Need game. We have removed Dave Driver’s picture for the sake of
public decency.

Les Fulbrook’s winning
‘Pimped’ up mini, well
when ya gotta go...
in case anyone is wondering ed). It was a chance for us all
to feel suitably embarrassed.
They took over the entire
meeting and at the time of
writing this, I’m yet to see the
finished article, so I’m just a bit
scared (see http://
www.itvlocal.com/meridian/news/?
player=MER_News_26&void=65384
for the final TV report).
Thanks to Richard Kerry for sorting this month’s
Newsletter. Any and all articles, insights, and
observations that anyone can contribute will be
very gratefully received so please email them to
me at david@sadmuppets.org or hand them to
me at club on CD or diskette. I have been told
by Richard to ask for Word documents (Word
2003 or earlier please - ed) and JPG pictures if
possible.
So what’s coming up next? Well we have plans
afoot for a Bloodbowl competition (Les Fulbrook
is organising this one), more Pimp My Mini, our
small Warhammer Fantasy tournament called
Regarding Retribution will be with us before you
know it, and we may even get around to that
campaign we’ve been promising for ages.
To find out more you’ll have to be there, so I’ll
see you at the next meet (except me, I’ll be in
Denmark - ed).
Dave Offen-James
Chief Muppet

Muppet Events
2nd June 2007: A Small Matter of Honour 07
Our annual Warhammer 40000 tournament, held in Church Cottage in Basingstoke. Four
rounds (at 400 points and then 1750) madness.
19th June 2007: Best Squad Competition
Still building that fantastic army? Here’s your opportunity to show the best unit you’ve
painted so far at club night. Email paul@sadmuppets.org for more info and don’t worry if you
miss this meeting, because their will be another Best Squad Competition on the 25th
September and 4th December.
14th July: Basingstoke Scout 100th Anniversary Event
Technically not a SMS event, however a few of us will be in Oakley putting on a demo of
Battlefleet Gothic all day. Contact Dave Offen-James for more info.
27th October 2007: Regarding Retribution 07
Our Warhammer Fantasy tournament returns for the third time. One 1000 point game and
three at 2000 points await anyone brave enough.
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Nathan White’s Zoidberg (that’s a Malanthrope tyranid in case anyone didn’t notice)

Club Meetings
The Sad Muppet Society meets up every other
Tuesday at Glebe Hall in Basingstoke, off
Church Street (if you’re unsure where this is,
check out the map on the website).
We charge £3 for non-members and £2 for
members; and club nights run from 19:00 to
22:00.

Joining Up
To become a member, seek out Money Muppet
on a normal club night and pay up the princely
sum of £5 (for the calendar year). This gets you
into the club at members rate, earns you the title
of Member Muppet and allows you to stand
for/vote for the committee at the AGM. It also
allows you to register games as league games
and play for the Pixie Jam Trophy.
Membership fees are due the first meeting of the
year, or the first you get to.

The League
The league is a chance for members to test
each other’s metal and fight it out for the Pixie
Jam Trophy at the end of the year.
The rules are really simple:

• Any game in any system can be a league
game, as long as the players agree
beforehand.

• League games should be between just two
players (this just makes things simplier to
work out)

• Players earn 2 points for a Win, 1 point for a
draw, and 0 points for losing.

• A bonus point can be earned for winning

against someone with a better rating than you
in the league.

• Your points total is divided by the number of

games you have played to give a rating. The
higher the rating, the higher your place will be
in the league.

• You must play at least ten games to be in

contention for the league title and you must
be a club member.

• All results should be reported to Paul White

either at club, or via paul@sadmuppets.org,
and should include the date the game was
played.
The current league table is updated almost
every meeting and is available at
www.sadmuppets.org
In addition to the league championship, trophies
are also available for best army and best

sportsman (voted for by the club members).
The combination of all of these is used to
determine the overall league champion and
winner of the infamous (and rather tall) Pixie
Jam Trophy.

Merchandise
We have club polo shirts and bags available so
you can go forth and advertise the club (as
modelled by various club members). Polo shirts
are £12 and bags are £15.
See Mark Waple for more information.

Contact Information
There are various methods to contact the club:

• Email: paul@sadmuppets.org (Paul White)
• Phone: 0118 9820489 (Dave OJ)

The Website
Our website is located at:
www.sadmuppets.org
Any suggestions (or articles) then please bring
them to Paul White’s attention.

Email Group
For those of you connected to the interweb, we
have an Yahoo email group for challenging club
members, advertising club events, and generally
chatting whilst bored at work.
To join up, go to:
groups.yahoo.com/groups/sadmuppets
Or speak to Mark ‘Moderator Muppet’ Waple at
the club.

Events
If you are interested in helping out at club events
such as A Small Matter of Honour, or help
create participation games for external event like
Games Workshop’s Gamesday, see a member
of the committee.

Basingstoke
Wargaming Club
As some of you may be aware, the Sad Muppet
Society is not the only wargaming club in the
Basingstoke area. The Basingstoke Wargaming
Club (BWC) tends to concentrate more on
historical wargaming (although they do play
some Warhammer).
BWC also run a monthly gaming day at Vivian
Hall in Oakridge which is usual given to larger
multi-player games.
Talk to Mark Freeth for more information on
both.

The Gaming Club Network
The Sad Muppet Society is a member of the Gaming Club Network (GCN), an organisation dedicated
ensuring its clubs reach certain standards (for example having a constitution and child protection
policy), and representing those clubs interesting on a country-wide level. There are two Castilian
Knights looking after the Thames Valley patch we are in: Dan Currey from Bracknell Forest Gamers
and Richard Kerry from our very own club (ed - oh, that would be me then).
The GCN also runs an inter-club league where clubs can fight it out to see who’s the best in the
country (or more precisely, use it as an excuse to visit other clubs and play games). If you are
interested in this, see Dave OJ.
For more information about the GCN go to
www.gcnm.org.uk

The Committee
Here’s the short pocket guide of who’s who
on our committee…
Dave ‘OJ’ Offen-James
Chair Muppet
Dave is the last
remaining member of
the committee that
formed the Sad
Muppet Society (the
other two bolted for
hills whilst he wasn’t
looking). He has a
talent for building stuff out of MDF and
designing armies with absolutely no hope
of victory.
Mark Waple
Money Muppet
Mark is the muppet
in charge of the
club’s finances and
likely to be the guy
mugging you for
money as soon as
you step into the hall.
Despite his friendly
appearances, he is almost a competitive
as I am, especially at Fantasy.
Mark Freeth
Real-Life Interface Muppet
Mark has been
wargamming longer
than many of our
members have
breathing. He’s
normally the guy
organising our
events and field trips.
Normally fields Orks or Orcs and has an
unhealthy interest in that historical
wargamming stuff.
‘Big’ Dave Driver
Caretaker Muppet
Dave has been
around at SMS since
our first meeting, and
we still haven’t got rid
of him (just kidding
Dave, please don’t
hurt me).
Dave is quite a shy,
quiet, reserved individual, except when in
public.
Paul White
Web Muppet
Paul is the newest club member on the
committee and therefore escapes the
special torture of a photo. All round nice
guy and less offensive than a hobbit
smoking pipe weed. See
www.sadmuppets.org for more info.
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A Small Matter of Honour
The story so far...

Over a year has passed since our last visit
to the war torn world of St Michael. A Small
Matter of Honour 06 was our most
successful event to date with a total of fifty
players in attendance, including eight
players from the Oxford Gaming Club and a
large contingent from Battle Force Pompey.
As normal, the atmosphere was fun but
competitive, especially on the top tables
were there where a lot of familiar faces
such as Mike Sharp (High Castalain of the
GCN), James Karch (aka SpikyJames and
owner of several beautiful armies), and
Martin Burke (last year’s runner up).
The first round in many ways was the most
intense with just 40 minutes to grab a
bacon buttie and play a 400 point game.
Much to my surprise, there were no really
nasty Tau combat patrol armies, although
Dave Driver made up for that by taking lots
of Landspeeder Tornados, propelling him
up to the top tables.
For the following three rounds, James
Karch pretty much refused to move off the
stage with his Mentor Legion Space
Marines. Meanwhile at the other end of the
hall (actually, in the Council Room), Paul
White and Paul Russell were playing it out
for the wooden spoon.

In the end, Dave Driver had
the honour of being the top
placed muppet with his
‘Chosen of Dorn’ assault
cannon terminator army of
doom earning him 7th place.
Ahead of him, Phil Curran
just beat James Karch to 3rd
place (although James did
walk away with the best army
prize). Mike Sharp’s horrible,
horrible, Space Wolf drop
pod army came in second,
and Martin Burke’s Black
Templars claimed the top
prize.
With James Balfe winning
best sportsman Battle Force
Pompey took home an
impressive three trophies.
Richard Kerry

One of James Karch’s objective markers

At the far edge of the galaxy, St Michael
orbits an ancient star.
Eons before mankind ever walked upon its
shores, the world was the maiden world of
Hasjirath to the Eldar. A place of lush forests,
majestic mountains and home to many
wondrous creatures. But even before the
Eldar found this place, older, darker
creatures claimed the world. Some even
claim that life in this place predated the creation of St Michael. Such myths and tales are left for madmen and forgotten scholars.
As of the 41st millennium of man, St Michael is a world at the edge of the Imperium within the Glebe sub-sector. It is home to rogue traders,
mercenaries and crusaders. Governed from the capital city of Benson, St Michael is only lightly developed having but a few sizable cities and
being largely given over to agriculture. The world is also home to some of the crusading armies of the Adeptus Astartes, who use it as a base
to stretch forth the Emperor's light into the great dark.
Thirty years ago the planet was descended upon by twenty-eight different factions all intent on capturing whatever secrets this world had to
give up.
In the cities, giant Ork Squiggoths ripped through the civilian population. In the polar oil fields foul minions of the dark gods planted their flag
and stained the snow red.
In the equatorial jungles strange creatures challenged the crusading armies of the Emperor.
And on a high mountain plateau Space Marines of the Salmander’s chapter fought their brother marines at ‘its’ call.
Ten years later, it was the Dark Angels who stopped the full-scale plunder, although at a terrible price.
And then in the last great war, the Imperium triumphed yet again, the Black Templars held as the third great heroes of St Michael.
Few now remember those glorious days. In the intervening years the planet has been attacked on all sides. The gardens and temples now lie
in ruin. Battered and broken, the people of St Michael must steel themselves for another war...
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Warmachine Prime Remix
A Review...

Privateer Press have just released an
updated main rulebook for their
Warmachine game system so this seems
an ideal time to take a look and see what’s
new.
Warmachine is a skirmish level miniatures
game set in the Iron Kingdoms fantasy
setting. The background is fresh and
different involving steam powered ‘warjack’
robots, magic using ‘warcasters’ and a
variety of infantry and cavalry units. If you
are fed up with space marine clones or
Tolkien derivatives this setting is well worth
a look.
Production quality is excellent throughout.
The new rulebook is now full colour in line
with the later expansion books. The artwork
is of a pretty high standard with a bright
graphic novel feel to it. There is also a nice
section of miniatures photos to inspire you.
The book runs to 256 pages including not
only the basic game rules but all of the new
rules introduced in the expansion books
and a full errata section. Theoretically this
is now the only book you need as the
miniatures come with a card containing
their rules and stats. The only down side is
the book could use a better index but it
does have a very useful glossary of game
terms which answered all of our questions
during play.
Gameplay is easy to pick up and one of the
stated aims of the authors is to create a
game with no reference charts. All of the
miniatures come with a card containing
their rules and stats so rule book
referencing is kept to a minimum. Rules
revolve around a 2D6 roll with a stat
number added. e.g. to hit with a gun you
roll 2D6 and add your ranged attack stat. If
you roll equal or higher than your targets
defence stat you hit. Damage is similar with
armour subtracted from the attack power
roll giving varying amounts of pain inflicted.
It’s a nice simple system that is very quick
and flows well.
A normal game might pitch two warcasters
and their respective battle groups against
each other. Warcasters use magical power
called Focus to control their warjacks, cast
spells and do various other nasty things.
This adds a nice tactical element as you
never have enough Focus to do everything
each turn. Most units have multiple damage
points (and warjacks have a whole damage
grid!) so you aren’t going to lose your
favourite giant robot to a couple of lucky

dice rolls on
turn one.
One unusual
thing about
warmachine is
that it has
attitude. Just
take a look at
the introduction
on page 5:
If you cry when
you lose, get
lost ‘cause
you’re going to
lose. If it hurts
your fragile
sensibilities to
see your
favourite
character get pounded unmercifully by a
rapid succession of no-holds barred iron
fury, you’d better look the other way. If
you’ve ever whined the words “that’s too
powerful,” then put the book down slowly
and walk away.
This attitude is built into the game as the
very rules encourage aggressive play. You
can pick up enemy troops and throw them!
You can slam warjacks into each other.
Cavalry can charge through foot troops
knocking them down.
There is also a feeling of being in control of
powerful troops as well. Let’s take a look at
Deneghra, a Cryxian warcaster she has
seven spells including one that can take
control of enemy troops, one that can let
ANY one of your units walk through terrain,
and a spell that knocks down and damages
everything in a 3” area of effect. She has
stealth, can capture enemy souls to
increase her Focus, has a feat that reduces
all enemy stats by two in a 16 inch(!) radius
around her and she has a spear that can
nail an enemy in place for a whole turn. A
bit more fun than having a slightly higher
leadership... Even basic foot troops have
interesting abilities or special rules. This
nice touch means you no longer have to
paint twenty basic troops because the rules
say you can’t have the fun stuff without
them.
So how does the game play? I’ve tried a
couple of games now and the system plays
quickly and easily. The few rules questions
we had were quickly answered by the
glossary. As Jamie (the quite nice Morton)
pointed out you don’t roll buckets of dice

making each roll feel
important, adding to the
tension. The various stats
do give a different feel to
each faction, especially
Khador’s huge plodding
warjacks that seem to be
unstoppable! The record

cards help to speed up play greatly and
keep referencing books to a minimum. We
also found it was useful to laminate the
record cards so damage could be recorded
directly onto them.
The figures range that accompanies the
system is expanding quickly and although
individually they appear expensive you
don’t need loads of them to play. The sculpt
quality does vary a bit from the slightly
dodgy to some of the best miniatures I’ve
seen. Do bear in mind that the figures are
not designed for 12 year olds to clip
together, you really need to be able to pin
joints and be reasonably proficient at
building white metal miniatures to put them
together.
A couple of people have asked me why
they should play this when they have
played Warhammer 40000 for so long? My
answer is that if you are looking for a
refreshing new game that is designed by
people that love it, with good customer
service (they even gave me a discount at
Salute!), then check out Warmachine.
Paul White
Steamjack Muppet
More information about Warmachine and
its sister game Hordes, can be found at
www.privateerpress.com
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Defenders of Middenhiem
Warmaster Painting Guide

Winning the inaugural SMS Squad Painting
Competition, I was dead chuffed. Hearing
I’d also get a trophy – even better! Getting
an email from Mark Freeth the following
day asking for a “how did I do it” painting
write-up – priceless!! I knew there must
have been a catch somewhere!
So, after putting off the dreaded task for a
couple of weeks, here goes! Can I
remember exactly how I painted the
“Defenders of Middenheim”? Probably not,
but what follows is a pretty close shot.
After having decided on a Middenheim
force, blue and white would be the
predominant colours of the army. Rather
than just copy what other’s (including GW)
had done and paint the whole model
essentially a nice shiny silver with the odd
colour here and there, I decided that I
wanted blue/white to be the most prevalent
colours on the figures – hence my decision
that the barding on the horses would be
blue, the lances white whilst only the knight
would be “armour-coloured”. Units that
followed the first would use alternating
colours for various bits of the models.
Please bear in mind that these are 10mm
GW Warmaster figures – this means that a
slightly different approach to painting them
is necessary compared to their larger
cousins. You can generally get away with a
lot more & painting the eyes is not
obligatory!
I’ll try to break down the process I followed
into generic steps – more to help me
remember what I did than anything else!

Preparation
First off, make sure the models are cleaned
of flash & blobs of extraneous metal. As an
aside, I’m constantly amazed by how much
of this waste there is and always wonder
whether, if I had the right equipment, I
could gather all such “bits” and remould
them into something useful (might be
something to talk to Nathan about!!).
I must admit, I’m pretty anal when it comes
to cleaning up models. I’m afraid I don’t just
remove flash & the more obvious waste
bits. I tend to file off mould lines, sharpen
up lances/swords and generally spend
about 10-15 minutes per model getting it as
near perfect as I can. If I didn’t do this, to
me, knowing that I’d cut corners, would
mean that the finished article, not matter
how well painted, would be flawed! Sad, I
know!
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So, once cleaned, I glued the stands (and
for cavalry that’s two individual figures to a
stand) in pairs to spare bits of wood – in
this case, spare wooden slats from a blind,
about 6 inches long by 1-1½inches wide.
This is so that they can be handled easier
during painting. I only use a smidgen of
poly or super glue for this so that they can
easily be removed later on.

A final highlight of Ice Blue along the
extreme edges of the barding finished off
the effect quite nicely. Although these three
layers of paint are fairly harsh (ie. crap!) if
viewed very closely and wouldn’t be
acceptable (to me at least) on a 28mm
figure, on the 10mm Warmaster models,
the start contrast between layers makes the
figure “pop” a bit more.

Undercoat
Once dry, the three “batons” holding the six
strips of figures where undercoated using a
generous amount of GW Chaos Black
spray. Once dry I went over with watered
down Chaos Black paint, paying particular
attention to the belly/underside of horses
and other “underneath” areas of the mini.
Again, a bit anal but it’s the “I know it’s
there” mentality again!

Painting – stage 1
Painting the armour of the knights came
first – as this was drybrushed, it’s best to
do this first so that you don’t run the risk of
mucking up other areas that have already
been painted (learnt this from previous
mistakes!!). This stage was basically a
three stage drybrush of Boltgun Metal,
Chainmail and Mithril Silver, each
progressively lighter with the Mithril silver
only catching the extreme raised surfaces.
A quick drybrush of Chainmail was also
applied to the mail around the horses
necks.
Once done, I then went back over applying
a base coat to the horse (Scorched Brown)
– this is pretty quick since the only bits of
the horse visible are its legs, tail and a bit
of the neck/nose! This was followed up by a
light highlight with Snakebite Leather.

Painting – stage 2
Now for the more challenging bit – the
barding on the horse. A base coat was
applied to all the barded areas using Regal
Blue.
Once dry, a first highlight of Enchanted
Blue was applied, making sure Regal Blue
remained in the deepest recessed parts.
It’s really important to make sure the paints
(especially GW ones!) are thinned before
applying – I generally work on a ratio of 1:2
or even 1:3 paint to water. This makes the
paint flow easier and also means you don’t
have to clog the brush with paint to get a
nice even coverage. Also means it easier to
wipe off if you cock things up!

Painting - stage 3
Now the really challenging bit – the lance
(and reins)!
I hate, really hate, painting white. I find it
one of the most difficult colours to paint
(apart from yellow – although Dave
Robotham seems to have got that down to
a tee!), because it’s hard to get even
coverage. There’s a real temptation to slap
on a thick layer of paint but this looks lumpy
and shows brush strokes too much for my
liking. Thinning the paint makes it go on
easier with fewer visible strokes but takes
ages to build up a really bright white effect.
In this instance, my attempt at the lance
started with a base coat of Codex Grey,
moving progressively lighter through
Fortress Grey and Skull White, adding the
three together at various stages to create
intermediate colours whilst taking care to
leave darker areas around recesses. In
total there’s probably about five or six
individual (thin) coats of paint before the
final pure white layer went on.
The reins were painted similarly – it’s
amazing how few words can describe
something that took me hours to do!!

One finished regiment!

Painting – stage 4
Nearly there now, just need to finish off the
finer details such as shields, plumes,
pennants etc.
The shields & pennants were painted in the
same way as the barded armour, although
the pennants were painted in a more
traditional “layered” manner to get
smoother transitions through the colours.
Devices on shields were painted as the
lances but using less steps (I’d got fed up
of it by then!).
Plumes were drybrushed very, very
carefully (in hindsight, I should have done
this at the same time as painting the
knight’s armour) using Codex Grey,
Fortress Grey and a final dusting of Skull
White.
Swords hilts, helmet & flag/pennant
adornments, buttons etc were done using a
variety of GW metallics – Chainmail, Dwarf
Bronze and Shining Gold. The “goldy” bits
were given a wash of Flesh Wash &
another coat of Burnished Gold for fun!

Painting – the 5th and
final stage!
All that was left to do now was the flag.
Again, one of my pet hates – large areas of
essentially flat metal that needs shading
and highlighting. Having done three units of
Knights and three units of Halbardiers (so
six flags in total) I think I’m getting better so
I suppose the old saying of “practice makes
perfect” holds true.

Stage 5!!!!

To emphasise the blue/white scheme, I
wanted the flags to be a mix of both colours
(Yes, Mark – I know one is just plain white
but I was in a hurry, and no, it doesn’t
mean it’s surrendering!!). Given my
nervousness on how they’d turn out I
decided to keep the flags quite simple, so
settled on having one half blue and the
other half white.
The actual painting built on the experience
of painting both the barding and the lance –
essentially starting with the darker colours
(Regal Blue & Codex Grey) although using
the more traditional layering approach of
building up the lighter colours in very thin
layers, leaving the darker shade in the
creases of folds and lightening up the
raised bits. One tip I did get from the GW
“How to Paint” book was to make sure the
dividing line between the two colours was
quite dark as this emphasises the contrast
quite well.

Finally – basing the
models
Once all the paint was fully dry (left
overnight) and two coats of Purity Seal –
one heavy, one light (sprayed from a
distance of 12-16 inches as this dulls down
the shine) later and the models where
ready to base.
Although I use sand to texture my
Warhammer and WWII figures (even 10mm
ones), for Warmaster the figures are so
close together on the tiny 20x40mm bases
that I feel more sand, glue and paint will
end up on the finished models
than on the base itself. So I took
the easy way out! I glued (with
super glue) one stand of figures to
the base and then painted both
the stand’s base and the base
itself with Scorched Brown (I
painted the other stand’s base at
the same time to save a few
minutes later on). Once dry, a
liberal covering of watered down
PVA glue was applied (avoiding
the half of the base where the
other stand is yet to be glued)

followed by a dunking in some green/brown
GW flock. After a good shake to remove
surplus it was left to dry. The last act was to
glue the second stand to the base, again
applying watered down PVA glue to this
one and the still exposed parts of the base,
carefully to applying glue to the join
between the newly stuck stand and the
already flocked area. Give the whole thing
another “flocking” and it was finished!!!
So there you have it – as close to a “step to
step guide” to painting the Defenders of
Middenheim as I can remember! I suppose,
timewise, the first unit of three stands took
several weeks (months?) to complete but
once I’d got the knack, the second unit took
only a week or two. I don’t count the third
unit as I relapsed into the old “paint
everything silver” approach – blame Mark
Freeth and his threat to reduce the armour
save of unpainted figures by one!!!
Hopefully we Muppets will be running a
large Warmaster game in the near future
and, hopefully, a mini campaign during the
year so there should be some opportunity
for you to get involved and perhaps try your
hand at 10mm painting. I’m sure you won’t
regret it!!
Happy painting!
Duncan Stradling
Completely blind from squinting at too
small minis Muppet!
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Titan Hunting for the Greater Good
Medusa V: Midnight Run Campaign Event Report

A mysterious Eldar special character

Despite having helped organise the last two
Games Workshop campaign events, it’s a
long time since I have actually played in
one (the Legacy of Horus weekend in 2001
to be exact). However, under orders from
the wife to ‘go out and play games’
Midnight Run, the Bracknell Forest
Gamers/Sad Muppet Society Medusa V
campaign event, beckoned.
This also proved to be another good
opportunity (excuse) to paint some more
stuff for my tau. Stealth suits, piranhas, and
gun drones were all added to the army list
in the vain hope of actually finishing
something, together with a sniper drone
team I had only used once after the Dark
Stars weekend in May.
So, the 5th August arrived, possibly a little
too quickly for my liking1, and the First
Naval Cadre were off to the Sybilla
Quarantine Zone to dig up some eldar
webway portals. Dave Offen-James, aka
Chief Muppet, picked me up from home far
to early in the morning with a car stuffed full
of scenery.2 Together with Nathan White
and under the direction of Dan Currey from
Bracknell Forest Gamers, these three were
our event team for the day (and very good
they were too).
The event itself was a reasonably low key
affair with just 24 players. We had an all
eldar, all ork, all imperial, and three mixed
teams scraping over the battlezone. As well
as the Sad Muppets and Bracknell Forest
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Gamers, there were also representatives
from Oxford Gaming Club, and two central
London clubs.3 After a bit of table trouble4
we were organised into teams and set to
our first mission, a 500 point doubles game.
Due to the slight lack of hunter cadres, our
tau team gained an eldar player, James
Rolls from BFG, and he was my partner for
the first game of the day, a nice simple
Recon mission, against two very mobile
Dark Angel’s players (John from BFG and
Andy Driver from SMS). Normally a total of
six landspeeder tornados might concern
me in a 1000 point game; however
between James and myself we had three
vypers (all with the lovely crystal targeting
matrix) and three crisis suits (BOING!). The
game was a full six turns of cat and mouse
as the speeders, vypers, and crisis suits all
tried to get a clear shot at one another.
However, in the end, all the speeders and
bikes went down, and it was down to a
single vyper and fire warrior squad to grab
the win! And as a true gentleman, John
even apologised at the end of the day
because he used one too many
landspeeders against us!
Our colleagues, Richard and David
managed to score a draw in the city leaving
this as our most successful round of the
day.
Game two and the serious business of
trying to penetrate the ruined city began.
After filling out our mission briefings, it
turned out I was playing in the tombs, and
worse still, against Dave Driver’s Imperial
Fists!5 The mission was cleanse so I used
my skyray to capture the centre of the table

and force Dave’s (15!!) terminators back as
far as possible.
Apart from the broadsides I kept all of my
battlesuits in reserve and by pure good
luck, I managed to infiltrate my kroot right
into the corner of Dave’s deployment zone.
We gave Dave the first turn and prepared
to weather the storm of assault cannons!
After the dust settled, somehow my skyray
was still alive, although the kroot had lost a
couple of warriors to a team of scouts
closing on their position. With no AP2
weapons on the board, all I could do was
redeploy my army and set the kroot against
Dave’s scouts.
The hurt arrived quickly in the form of
another four assault cannons and ten
terminators including Captain Lysander
himself. One of the devilfish hit the ground
and my skyray was left drifting across the
battlefield with assault cannon round
embedded in the windscreen. Not good.
However, the timely arrival of all my
reserves turned the tables, annihilating one
terminator squad upon arrival. With the
kroot finally winning their battle, the rest of
the game was a lesson in manoeuvrability
over fire power. We’d won and Lysander
was left to shake his fist at thin air as the
First proceeded to the valley.
Game three was a blitz mission against the
Imperium again. This time, John Wright’s
space marines were on the offensive and
between them and my second line stood
twelve kroot and half a dozen booby traps.
Between John’s infiltrators, drop pods, and
terminators, this game would be fought

The Sybilla Quarantine Zone, the battlezone on Medusa V for Midnight Run

Face off, one big old Titan, versus the First Naval Cadre...

almost entirely in the second line. The
simple fact was, who ever arrived first
would be at a disadvantage. This turned
out to be John.
With a local points superiority, and lots of
short ranged firepower, the tau ripped
through most of space marines (although
the dreadnought seemed to be surprisingly
tough to crack). By the end of the game
there were no scoring marine units in the
second line and the tau were clear to
advance again past an inactive imperial
titan, towards the portals themselves.
In the final round, that Warhound titan
would be Dave Driver’s to defend against
the ork hordes flooding into the valley. And
as luck would have it, I would be running
straight into the eldar one.
My final game of the day was against a
really nice chap called Lewis. 2000 points.
Or in Lewis’ case, 1500 points, plus one
Revenant scout titan (and all really nicely
painted).6 The scenario was strongpoint
attack which I figured to be completely
impossible (tau, assault a titan defended
fortification, I think not), until Dan turned up
and told me the strongpoint was the titan.
Ah I thought, that makes a difference.
So Lewis deployed the titan, his troops, a
wraithlord and a couple of falcons; and I
deployed my entire army. Once the
disruption rolls were made (yep, Lewis had
an Aliatoc army), the count down started.
Just four turns to take out the titan.
As it happens, we only needed one.

First off, my pathfinder’s lit up the war
machine like a Christmas tree. Four seeker
missiles charged towards it but harmlessly
bounced off the energy field. Then came
the skyray and another seeker missile,
again absorbed by the energy field. Next
came the big guns, the broadsides both hit
with their railguns but only one shot got
through. But it was enough! With a huge
amount of luck, the titan lost two structure
points and then the energy shield.
The beast was wounded but not dead.
Finally, it was the crisis battlesuits’ turn.
Seven missile pods locked onto the war
machine, damaging the engines, destroying
a pulsar, and with the final shot, sending
the titan crashing to the ground!
Over the remaining three turns, Lewis
managed to inflict some revenge including
using a unit of harlequins to eat my gun
drones (who in fairness, had just destroyed
a falcon grav tank) and using a single eldar
pathfinder to taunt about half of my army.
However, the game was already won and
my earth caste engineers were already
clearing some space in the manta for the
titan wreckage.
You will note how little time has dedicated
to the exploits of my colleagues during the
course of the day. Suffice to say that whilst
I won all four games, we still came last out
of all the teams, but everyone had a good
time which was the main objective.
At the end of the day, Matt Pinto’s eldar
team held the portal zone and carried the

day7; whilst the Orks came a close second
and managed to acquire the plasma reactor
from Dave Driver’s Warhound titan8 in the
process. Methinks Inquisitor Lord Thoth
may have some words with the imperial
commanders in the morning…
Richard Kerry
Castalain Muppet
P.S. A big thank you should go out to Dan
Currey, Dave Offen-James, and Nathan
White for running the day, and Nick
Schindler who wrote the event pack. Darn
fine job chaps!
Notes
1.I’m sure my perception of time has sped
up as I’ve gotten older.
2.Quite a large car.
3.Whom we shall not mention until they
join the GCN!
4.Never enough when you need them
5.OK, I should explain myself here. Dave
Driver developed his (almost) all terminator
army for our 40K tournament earlier in the
year, and my Tau took it to pieces in a test
game. I think revenge was definitely on the
big guy’s mind.
6.About 2150 points in total.
7.Ably supported by ten of my striking
scorpions.
8.OK, the titan actually belonged to Mike
Sharp. Dave was just responsible for
losing with it!
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Index Astartes

In the void between the stars, deep in interstellar space, the Grey
Knights keep an ever watchful eye over the worlds of the Imperium.
Their sleek strike cruisers drift silently, ready to bear their divine
retribution to any world tainted by the minions of Chaos.
One such sentinel ship is the Spear of Light, under the command of
Brother-Captain Vespera. This strike cruiser is home to group of Grey
Knights calling themselves the Paladins of Titan.
Origins

ILLUMINATE
THE STARS
The Paladins of Titan
by Richard Kerry

Origins of this Grey Knight sect stretch
back 600 years to the Second Hesprex
Crusade. On the rimward edge of the
Imperium, the Hesprex system was
rediscovered at the beginning of the 41st
millennium and neatly bought into the fold
of the Administratum. It was an
unremarkable world which happily started
to trade with its newly discovered
neighbours.
This trade quickly bought many unusual
artefacts and ideas to Hesprex. Within two
centuries all three of the ancient noble
houses that ruled this world fell under the
influence of the infernal powers, and in
particular one daemon prince, Jekanisa.
This entity had never encountered the
Imperium’s Inquisition and was surprised
that anyone would think to oppose it. When
it was confronted, it all but razed Hesprex
and fled into unknown space. The warpecho of the planet dying was felt as far
away as Terra. Convinced that Jekanisa
had escaped, the Grand Masters of the
Ordo Mallus sent the only ship available to
them, the newly commissioned Spear of
Light, to hunt the creature down.
The logs of this expedition would match
many great legends of the Astartes, should
the tale ever be told. In time Jekanisa was
banished in battle on an unnamed world
among ghoul stars.
However the price for this victory was grave
indeed. Grand Master Kyneal and almost
three-quarters of this command were lost,

and the Spear of Light itself was barely
able to limp back to Imperial space.
Whilst most of the survivors where
reassigned, a young Justicar by the name
of Vespera vowed to return to the Spear of
Light.
Fifty years later, he fulfilled that promise
returning to the shipyards of Dimmamar as
Brother-Captain.

The Paladins of Titan
Most Grey Knights return to Titan only a
few times in their long lives, so great is the
demand for their skills. So it is with BrotherCaptain Vespera and the handful of Knights
under his command.
However in memory of their origins, they
have adopted the name ‘The Paladins of
Titan’ and the angelic colours they bear
today. This perhaps echoes each warriors’
deepest wish; that upon their fall, they
might be returned home from their long
watch.
Under Vespera’s leadership, the Paladins
of Titan have patrolled a region of space
stretching from the Inquisitorial fortress
world of Dimmamar out into the ghoul stars
and beyond, for over two hundred years.
However most of their activities remain
veiled in secrecy, and the subject of rumour
and conjecture. In fact only one reference
to the Paladins of Titan exists outside the
archives of the Ordo Mallus and Grey
Knights themselves.
During the Solypsis campaign in the latter

Paladin Squad One under the command of Justicar Darik, on patrol on Finch
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part of M41 Lord Inquisitor Thoth himself
retained a single unit of Grey Knights only
identified as ‘Paladin Squad One’, as a
tactical reserve to the Inquisitorial forces
tasked with disposing Governor Gideon
and bringing him to justice.
According to the official records of the
Solypsis incident, neither Thoth or his
tactical reserves ever set foot on the planet.
Gideon was eventually captured by a
conclave of Inquisitors belonging to Ordo
Muppetus and his ultimate fate is published
elsewhere.

Combat Doctrine
The Paladins of Titan are typical of the
Grey Knights and their deployment relies
heavily on the ancient teleporter technology
on board the Spear of Light.
Normal operations will call for an orbital
reconnaissance of the target, almost
always guided by an inquisitorial agent
placed on the ground.
If the target is too well defended to be
eliminated by a small strike team, two
thunderhawk transporters will move the
Paladin’s heavy support onto the ground.
Once the target’s exact strength and
location have been ascertained, the
Paladins themselves will teleport directly
into battle.

Insignia
Like all Grey Knights, the
Paladins of Titan are allowed
to display their own heraldry
upon reaching the rank
Justicar, or being honoured
It was late in the day. Solypsis beckoned.
That traitor had to fall.
“Lord Inquisitor, we’ve arrived in the
system.”
The wizened old man examined the
tactical schematic. Landing would be
simple. Gideon would be more, complex.
The Ordo had been prepared well. Seven
Inquisitorial Commanders all charged with
a single mission. Dethrone the Governor of
this world.
Hidden in the shadows, stood the Culina
Administra, the Lord Inquisitor’s closest
and most trusted aide. Her cloaked figure
moved into the circle of light surrounding
the Inquisitor.
“Do we land?”
The old man considered the action for a
moment. Perhaps they could take the
Governor Gideon themselves and drag him
before the Ordo Muppetus. However his

with one of the units precious suits of
terminator armour.
However most of the Paladins only display
their unit number (displayed as a roman
numeral), their name, and task force
insignia (an ancient rune which represents
Holy Terra) on their left shoulder pad.
Units attached to the Paladins of Titan may
also be given the honour of bearing the
task force insignia.
This is an honour that Brother-Captain
Vespera has be keen to encourage, as a
reminder to those forces he fights
alongside of their ultimate loyalty to Terra
and the Emperor of Mankind.

Dimmamar
Located in Segmentum Obscurus,
Dimmamar is one of the great Strongholds
of the Inquisition in the Imperium.
From here the Holy Ordos patrol the
rimward worlds of Obscurus, and even the
far away ghoul stars in Ultima Segmentum.
In orbit, the Inquisition maintains a vast
shipyard whilst the planet itself is a ready
source of man power for the armies of the
Ordos. No less than 36 Imperial Guard
regiments call this world home and those
regiments also provide storm troopers to
serve Inquisitorial agents in the field.
Although the Paladins of Titans are a
primarily a fleet based unit, Dimmamar is
effectively also their base of operations. It
is from this world they replenish their
supplies, however many decades may pass
between the silent visits from the Spear of
Light or her escorts; their arrival and
departure veiled in secrecy.

Brother-Captain Vespera
Although born on Holy Terra itself,
Vespera has only returned once in his
367 years to the Sol system; a little over
200 years ago upon his promotion to
Brother-Captain.
Even before the ill-fated Jekanisa
Expedition Vespera’s keen intellect and
fierce determination had marked him
apart from his battle-brothers. Indeed it
was Justicar Vespera’s scholarly talents
that located the daemon prince and
eventually helped banish it.
Since taking command of the Spear of
Light, Vespera hasused his learning,
and the extensive resources of Lord
Inquisitor Thoth to ensure the Paladins’
own library rivals that of most other
Space Marine Chapters.
This hard earned body of knowledge
has been key to the defeat of many
daemons at the hands of the Paladins of
Titan.

Dimmamar is also the last stop for new
Grey Knight initiates from Titan assigned to
the Paladins, normally to replace those
fallen in battle.
After reaching Dimmamar, a single
thunderhawk will take the initiate from the
Grey Knights’ fortress-monastery in the
capital city, up into the void.

Battlecry
“We are his light!”.

own warhost was far too limited to take an
active role in this campaign. This battle
would have to be led by the others.
“No. Inform the Paladins, we remain in
reserve.”
Lord Inquisitor Thoth smiled, “Tell the
others to proceed, at their leisure...”

Two stormtroopers of the Dimmamar 2nd
Regiment, assigned to Inquisitor Helden
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I Blame the Scouts!
Battlefleet Gothic rides again

Earlier in the year, Richard Kerry’s better half,
Ruth, asked if we could help out by providing a
participation game at a big Scout Day being held
in July (named the 3D event by the scouts
themselves because it is being run by all three
of the local scouts districts).
Having got enough people to promise their
assistance (or bullied into helping - ed), I said
we’d be there (by the way, if you want to join in
the fun, just let me know). However what type of
game, that was the question…
It would have to appeal to youngsters that
probably would not have played Warhammer
ever before, so it had to be simple, fun, and also
had to use the miniatures we already had
available. As a one off event doesn’t justify
loads of special models or terrain, (unless it’s
big like Gamesday), I then found myself thinking
about what had got me interested in the hobby
originally.
Umm, a simple, fun game that does not need
lots of extra scenery or models, oh and has
SPACE SHIPS!!!!!!! Well, that’s how I got
introduced to the hobby.
Being a huge science fiction nut, this was the
initial appeal for me, and I figured that kids might
think the same way (no comment - ed). So
Battlefleet Gothic it had to be.
I quickly began digging out models that hadn’t

seen the light of day in years. Once I’d got into
Warhammer 40000, Gothic fell off the radar, and
I got into the habit of focusing my attentions on
whatever army I may currently be working on
(currently Witch hunters, that I blame on getting
carried away building a Penitent Engine).
Anyway, I gazed upon my old fleet and I’d
forgotten how large it was, with 13 cruisers, 4
battle ships, and over 30 escorts. A full 5000
points worth! This vast Imperial Navy had
tended to fare quite well if my memory is to be
trusted (that means I was probably thrashed
rotten all the time).
My Gothic ships were the first models that I ever
painted, and at the time I remember being rather
pleased with my efforts. However looking at
them now, I decided that they needed some
extra work. I also needed to remind myself of
the rules.
They’ve been updated since I last played so
Richard downloaded me a copy and I began to
hunt for the changes (there aren’t many, but the
ones that are there are really important). It was
also amazing to read the fleet lists for the first
time as a “gamer”. When I read these before, I
was fresh to the hobby, but now I can see how
units could work together and support one
another in battle.

When I built my fleet originally, I just built what I
thought looked good. As a result I had a totally
dysfunctional fleet with random elements that
couldn’t coordinate effectively. So I decided that
if I had to touch up the paintwork anyway, I
might as well do some subtle alterations that
would hopefully fix up the fleet and make them
more interesting to play.
I always prefer to have a theme in my armies
and Battle Fleet Obscuras Titanicus is to be no
exception.
The fleet has been re-constructed around a solid
core of three Dominator class cruisers and two
Mars class battle cruisers, that’s five mighty
Nova cannons, and a lot of weapons batteries
for when things get close.
So now all I have to do is play some games, and
see how the new fleet fares. I hope to keep a log
of any engagements worthy to be mentioned in
fleet dispatches, so you will probably get to hear
of their exploits in this newsletter from time to
time.
So ready your ships, and prepare to break orbit,
the next time we meet may be in the Warp!
Dave Offen-James
Splice the Main Brace Muppet

Enter the Devil’s Lair
(My eyes glow red and my horns come out at midnight)

Welcome to the last article in this newsletter,
which features me, Teenage Muppet (aka Leon
Stoneman, in case your don’t recognise him
without the horns - ed), as an representative of
the junior muppets to tell you, the reader, what
we as the youth of the club (under 18 years of
age if you want to get technical) do in general.
I am currently working on a project for my Grey
Knight Warhammer 40,000 army. The aim is to
update it with new models, since they have been
slacking and the morale of my men is down.
One of my ideas was to add some Sisters of
Battle to my force, since my Grey Knights have
not been using all of their genetic modifications
of late, but then an idea struck me (though it
might have been a girl slapping me at school),

why not add more shooting support, given that
Grey Knights are mainly a close combat
specialists. Generally they have to walk up to
my opponents’ forces and try to kill them up
close. But by this time most of my army has
been shot up, leaving some bits stuck in a tree
over there, and some more bits stuck in a
building somewhere else, you get the point.
Thus I have recently bought some allied Space
Marines to give us the extra fire power. If
anyone else has advice to give on making Grey
Knights the nastiest badass boys from the Grey
Knight Brotherhood (well where do I start my
young Padawan, perhaps reading the codex
would be a good plan, remember Grey Knights
don’t mix with other marines, and they do get

Land Raiders ed) then come
and find me,
either at muppets
night or at veteran nights at Games Workshop.
Leon Stoneman
Teenage Muppet
“Why did marines go to chaos?”
There is a simple explanation to this question,
the legions were bored. So they decided to go
and live in hell, with great attractions such as the
numerous lava pits and 24/7 daemonette strip
bars. So overall hell is a great place to live.
Provided the Nurglings don’t steal your ice
cream of course.
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